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CLASSICS The Endless Steppe Holiday House
From Newbery media winner Karen Hesse comes an unforgettable
story of an immigrant family's journey to America. "America," the
girl repeated. "What will you do there?" I was silent for a little time.
"I will do everything there," I answered. Rifka knows nothing about
America when she flees from Russia with her family in 1919. But
she dreams that in the new country she will at last be safe from the
Russian soldiers and their harsh treatment of the Jews. Throughout
her journey, Rifka carries with her a cherished volume of poetry by
Alexander Pushkin. In it, she records her observations and
experiences in the form of letters to Tovah, the beloved cousin she
has left behind. Strong-hearted and determined, Rifka must endure
a great deal: humiliating examinations by doctors and soldiers,
deadly typhus, separation from all she has ever known and loved,
murderous storms at sea, detainment on Ellis Island--and is if this
is not enough, the loss of her glorious golden hair. Based on a true
story from the author's family, Letters from Rifka presents a real-
life heroine with an uncommon courage and unsinkable spirit.
Remember who You are Usborne Books
This colourful sticker book is an innovative and absorbing
introduction to Latin that will build a child's vocabulary and reading
skills.
African Folk Tales Scholastic
The Endless SteppeHarper Collins

Words on Fire Henry Holt and Company (BYR)
Sick and tired of making presents for various holidays and
occasions, Sara decides that for this Mother's Day she will do
something different.
Escape Across the Wide Sea Scholastic Inc.
What does it mean to have a soul whose will
to live knows no limits? This gripping
psychological thriller establishes Martyn
Bedford as a hot new literary talent for
young adults. Friday, December 14th.
Fourteen-year-old Alex rushes home that
night to beat his curfew. The next morning,
he wakes up in an unfamiliar house, in a
different part of the country, and it's the
middle of June. Six months seem to have
disappeared overnight. The family at the
breakfast table? Total strangers. And when
Alex looks in the mirror, another boy —
called Philip, or Flip — stares back. The
race against the clock is on, and unless
Alex finds out what's happened and how to
get back to his own life, he'll be forever
trapped in someone else's body and life.
The Upstairs Room (Winner of the Newbery
Honor) Random House Books for Young Readers
This Newbery Honor-winning book shows us that
in the steady courage of a young girl lies a
profound strength that can transcend the
horrors of war. This is the true story of a
girl's extraordinary survival during the
German occupation of Holland of World War II.
Annie was only ten years old, but because she
was Jewish, she was forced to leave her
family, her home, and everything she knew.
Annie was taken in, far from home, by complete
strangers who risked everything to help her.
They showed Annie where she had to stay - the
cramped upstairs room of their farmhouse. She
would remain there while Nazis, who were ever
vigilant, patrolled the streets outside. If
Annie made even a sound from upstairs, or if a
nosy neighbor caught sight of her in the
window, it would surely mean a death sentence
for her and the family that took her in. Elie
Wiesel writes, “This admirable account is as
important in every aspect as the one
bequeathed to us by Anne Frank." A Newbery
Medal Honor Book, ALA Notable Book, and winner
of the Jewish Book Council Children’s Book

Award. Be sure to read the moving sequel "The
Journey Back" by Johanna Reiss.
A Gift for Mama Tilbury House Publishers and
Cadent Publishing
One of Kirkus' Most Anticipated Children's Book of
2022 "A must read." - Elizabeth Bird, A Fuse 8
Production Kirkus starred review: A marvelous life
survey of a perennially relevant historical
figure. Formatted like a nature notebook, this
exploration of seasonal changes in Thoreau’s day
is also a visual story of his life and times and a
gentle introduction to climate change. I Begin
with Spring weaves natural history around
Thoreau’s life and times in a richly illustrated
field notebook format that can be opened anywhere
and invites browsing on every page. Beginning each
season with quotes from Thoreau’s schoolboy essay
about the changing seasons, Early Bloomer follows
him through the fields and woods of Concord, the
joys and challenges of growing up, his experiment
with simple living on Walden Pond, and his
participation in the abolition movement, self-
reliance, science, and literature. The book’s two
organizing themes—the chronology of Thoreau’s life
and the seasonal cycle beginning with
spring—interact seamlessly on every spread,
suggesting the correspondence of human seasons
with nature’s. Thoreau’s annual records of blooms,
bird migrations, and other natural events scroll
in a timeline across the page bottoms, and the
backmatter includes a summary of how those dates
have changed from his day to ours and what that
tells us about the science of phenology and
climate change. Megan Baratta’s watercolors are
augmented with historical images and reproductions
of Thoreau’s own sketches to create a high-
interest visual experience. The book includes a
foreword from Thoreau scholar Jeffrey Cramer,
Curator of Collections for the Walden Woods
Project.

I Am a Star Graymalkin Media
Drem longs for the day he will win his Warrior
Scarlet. But with a withered spear arm, how
will he take part in the ritual Wolf Slaying
which will prove his worth as a man of the
tribe? With over forty books to her credit,
Rosemary Sutcliff is now universally
considered one of the finest writers of
historical novels for children. Winer of the
Carnegie Medal and many other honours,
Rosemary was awarded a CBE in 1992 for
services to children's literature.
The Singing Tree Paw Prints
SUMMARY: The story of Esther Rudomin, a ten
year old Polish girl, and her family who are
sent into exile to Siberia by the Russians
during the Second World War.
The White Mountains Penguin
New York Times bestselling author Jennifer A.
Nielsen transports readers to a corner of history
with this inspiring story of a girl who discovers
the strength of her people united in resisting
oppression. Danger is never far from Audra's
family farm in Lithuania. She always avoids the
occupying Russian Cossack soldiers, who insist
that everyone must become Russian -- they have
banned Lithuanian books, religion, culture, and
even the language. But Audra knows her parents are
involved in something secret and perilous.In June
1893, when Cossacks arrive abruptly at their door,
Audra's parents insist that she flee, taking with
her an important package and instructions for
where to deliver it. But escape means abandoning
her parents to a terrible fate.As Audra embarks on
a journey to deliver the mysterious package, she
faces unimaginable risks, and soon she becomes
caught up in a growing resistance movement. Can
joining the underground network of book smugglers
give Audra a chance to rescue her parents?

The Everafter War Penguin
A Newbery Honor Book - from the author of
The White Stag Life on the Hungarian plains
is changing quickly for Jancsi and his
cousin Kate. Father has given Jancsi
permission to be in charge of his own herd,
and Kate has begun to think about going to
dances. Jancsi hardly even recognizes Kate
when she appears at Peter and Mari’s
wedding wearing nearly as many petticoats

as the older girls wear. And Jancsi
himself, astride his prized horse, doesn’t
seem to Kate to be quite so boyish anymore.
Then, when Hungary must send troops to
fight in the Great War and Jancsi’s father
is called to battle, the two cousins must
grow up all the sooner in order to take
care of the farm and all the relatives,
Russian soldiers, and German war orphans
who take refuge there. “A spontaneous,
lively tale”—The New York Times
The Endless Steppe Harper Collins
Henry Reed has arrived in Grover's Corner--and the
town will never be the same. While spending the
summer with his aunt and uncle, Henry comes up
with a sure-fire money-making project: Henry Reed,
Inc., Research. Henry's neighbor, Midge Glass, has
an even more sure-fire hit: Reed and Glass, Inc.
Now with Henry's ingenious mind and Midge's
practical reasoning, Reed and Class Inc. turns
into a huge success--while creating more
bewildering and outrageous schemes than the
townfold could have imagined.

The Endless Steppe Simon and Schuster
Entertaining stories handed down from
generation to generation among tribal cultures
include "The Magic Crocodile," "The Hare and
the Crownbird," "The Boy in the Drum," 15
others. 19 illustrations.
The Eagle Huntress Harper Collins
A critically acclaimed historical novel “that
roars” (Kliatt), from the author of the
National Book Award-winning novel Homeless
Bird. Africa is the only home Rachel Sheridan
has ever known. But when her missionary
parents are struck with influenza, she is left
vulnerable to her family’s malicious
neighbors. Surrounded by greed and lies,
Rachel is entangled in a criminal scheme and
sent to England, where she's forced into a
life of deception. Like the lion, she must be
patient and strong, awaiting the moment when
she can take control of her own fate—and find
her way home again at last. Named one of New
York Public Library's One Hundred Titles for
Reading and Sharing, this tale of a strong
young heroine “in the tradition of Frances
Hodgson Burnett” (School Library Journal), by
award-winning master of historical fiction
Gloria Whelan, is a perfect read for schools
and classrooms, as well as for fans of A Long
Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park.
Henry Reed, Inc. Little, Brown Books for Young
Readers
Introduces the major events and people in world
history in the twentieth century, and discusses
developments in technology, the arts, and society.
Which Way Is Home? Floris Books
Young Will Parker and his companions make a
perilous journey toward an outpost of freedom
where they hope to escape from the ruling Tripods,
who capture mature human beings and make them
docile, obedient servants.

A Picture Book of Harry Houdini Edc Pub
Inge Auerbacher’s childhood was as happy
and peaceful as that of any other German
child—until 1942. By then, the Nazis were
in power, and because Inge’s family was
Jewish, she and her parents with sent to a
concentration camp in Czechoslovakia. The
Auerbachers defied death for three years,
and were finally freed in 1945. In her own
words, Inge Auerbacher tells her family’s
harrowing story—and how they carried with
them ever after the strength and courage of
will that allowed them to survive. “A
moving story . . . [The author’s]
perspective, while chilling, pierces the
heart with memorable imagery.” —Publishers
Weekly
Letters from Rifka Courier Corporation
Harry Houdini astounded audiences around the globe
with his death-defying acts and illusions. With
his wife, Bess, often by his side, he freed
himself from ropes, handcuffs, straitjackets, and
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prison cells. Once he even made a ten-thousand-
pound elephant vanish into thin air! Yet Harry's
life was not always so glamorous. When he was a
boy, he shined shoes and did odd jobs to help make
ends meet. But a career in magic was always in the
cards for Harry. Readers will be mesmerized by
this captivating biography of one of the most
celebrated escape artists and magicians in
history.

Behind the Bedroom Wall Penguin UK
"Shakespeare for Every Day of the Year is
not just for Christmas, but for all time."
—Helena Bonham Carter A magnificent
collection of 365 passages from
Shakespeare's works, for the Shakespeare
scholar and neophyte alike. Make
Shakespeare a part of your daily routine
with Shakespeare for Every Day of the Year,
a yearlong collection of passages from
Shakespeare's greatest works. Drawing from
the full spectrum of plays and sonnets to
mark each day of the year, whether it's a
scene from Hamlet to celebrate Christmas or
a Sonnet in June to help you enjoy a
summer's day. There are also passages to
mark important days in the Shakespeare
calendar, both from his own life and from
his plays: You'll read a pivotal speech
from Julius Caesar on the Ides of March and
celebrate Valentine's day with a sonnet.
Every passage is accompanied by an
enlightening note to teach you its
significance and help you better appreciate
the timelessness and poetry of
Shakespeare's words. Shakespeare for Every
Day of the Year will give you a thoughtful
way reflect on each day, all while giving
you a deeper appreciation for the most
famous writer in the English language.
Motel of the Mysteries Farrar, Straus &
Giroux (BYR)
The American-born author describes her
family's experiences and impressions when
they were forced to relocate to a camp for
the Japanese in Owens Valley, California,
called Manzanar, during World War II,
detailing how she, among others, survived
in a place of oppression, confusion, and
humiliation. Reissue.
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